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Abstract
Compositional asymmetries are pervasive in DNA sequences. They are the result of the asymmetric interactions between DNA and cellular
mechanisms such as replication and transcription. Here, we review many of the methods that have been proposed over the years to analyse compositional asymmetries in DNA sequences. Among these we list GC skews, oligonucleotide skews and wavelets, which among other uses have
been extensively employed to delimitate origins and termini of replication in genomes. We also review the use of multivariate methods, such as
factorial correspondence analysis, discriminant analysis and analysis of variance, which allow assigning compositional strand asymmetries to the
different biological processes shaping sequence composition. Finally, we review methods that have been used to infer substitution matrices and
allow understanding the mutational processes underlying strand asymmetry. We focus on replication asymmetries because they have been more
thoroughly studied, but the methods may be adapted, and often are, to other problems. Although strand asymmetry has been studied more frequently through compositional skews of nucleotides or oligonucleotides, we recall that, depending on the goal of the analysis, other methods
may be more appropriate to answer certain biological questions. We also refer to programs freely available to analyse strand asymmetry.
Ó 2007 Elsevier Masson SAS. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
The proposal by Watson and Crick [1] that DNA was structured as a double stranded helix strongly relied on an important observation by Chargaff that in double stranded DNA
(dsDNA), the number of A equals the number of T and the
number of C equals the number of G [2]. In the absence of selective or mutational differences between the two complementary strands of the DNA helix such equality should also hold in
single stranded DNA (ssDNA) [3,4]. Indeed, the published
strand of a genome often reveals nearly as many A and T
and as many C and G. However, under this apparent symmetry,
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DNA sequences are highly asymmetric. This is because cellular mechanisms interacting with DNA are themselves intrinsically asymmetric and thus strongly constrain the composition
of each strand. Many mechanisms are involved in creating this
asymmetry, among which the better studied involve gene expression or chromosome replication. Coding a polypeptide,
a stable RNA or a regulatory sequence leads to an asymmetric
sequence composition because in general the sequence does
not have the same composition as its reverse complement.
At a more global level, replication is done differently on the
leading and the lagging strands and this leads to different mutational biases (reviewed in Ref. [5]). Finally, DNA is packed
with signals that direct other cellular processes such as chromatin condensation [6], homologous recombination [7], chromosome segregation [8], etc. Many of these processes act
asymmetrically relative to the two DNA strands and thus leave
its imprint in the form of strand asymmetry.
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Historically, several reasons led to a late popularity of the
analyses of strand asymmetry. First, Chargaff presented evidence suggesting that the two complementary DNA strands
had similar nucleotide compositions [9]. This is most frequently true overall, but as discussed above, hides a tremendous, and most interesting, variability at the local level.
Second, the unavailability of DNA sequences containing
more than one gene made it difficult to study the problem at
a local level. For example, clusters of pyrimidine were found
to predominate on transcribed strands very early in the 1960s
[10], but less local analyses only started with the availability
of larger DNA sequences of eukaryotes [11], and especially
with the availability of whole genomes of viruses [12], and organelles [13] in the 1990s. When the first bacterial genomes
became available it was immediately clear that most of them
were largely asymmetric, with the two replicating strands
showing very different sequence compositions [14]. Although
the exact reasons of the bias have remained elusive, it involves
with very few exceptions an enrichment of the leading strand
in G over C, and less frequently of T over A [14e16] (reviewed in Refs. [5,17]). Since bacterial genomes are densely
packed with genes, this bias is strongly affected by gene composition. Yet, since many amino acid changes are nearly neutral, the mutational bias also changes the composition of
proteins in the two strands [16,18]. Thus, even if most researchers are inclined to consider replication strand asymmetry as the result of a mutational bias that is not under
selection, it will result in the change of the composition of
genes and proteins and in some extreme cases most severely
so. Since genomes rearrange, genes switching from one strand
to the other suffer opposite biases and evolve faster [19],
mostly through synonymous substitutions [20]. Strand asymmetry is also observed in eukaryotes. This can be related
with transcription, in genomes such as in Arabidopsis thaliana,
Caenorhabditis elegans, Drosophila melanogaster and mammals [21,22], but asymmetry has also been related with replication in the subtelomeric regions of Saccharomyces cerevisiae
chromosomes [23] and in the human genome [24].
A difficulty with the analysis of compositional bias results
from the overlap of codes in DNA sequences [25]. Thus, an
asymmetry may reveal the imprint of replication, transcription,
translation, recombination, segregation, nucleoid structure,
etc. Most frequently a given region of the genome will show
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the overlapping imprint of many of these processes. Thus,
the most appropriate method to analyse compositional asymmetry will strongly depend on the biological background
and on the purpose of the research. In this article we review
the methods most commonly used to study strand asymmetry.
We focus on the applications associated with replication bias.
Yet, most of the methods are generic and can be used to analyse other sources of local strand asymmetry. Our motivation
is that in spite of the considerable literature describing strand
asymmetry there is no review describing the different methods
and explicating their limitations and scope. For example, one
often confounds GC skews with replication bias or transcription bias, when in fact it is most often a product of both mechanisms. Also, since there is now enough genomic data to make
precise analysis of the changes inducing the strand asymmetries, simply counting nucleotides is no longer a sufficient approach to the problem if one is trying to understand the
mechanistic basis of the processes. In fact, we have recently
shown that although the enrichment of G over C in the leading
strand is a constant in nearly all genomes, the precise mutations implicated in the creation of this bias differ widely
[26]. On the other hand, there is no point in using a sophisticated method if a simpler one can easily solve the relevant
question, e.g. if one is only interested in identifying the origin
of replication in a highly asymmetric genome. It is therefore
important to realize the scopes and relevance of each method
(Table 1).
2. Skews
GC skews were first used to study mitochondrial strand
asymmetry. Given two nucleotides X and Y, with frequencies
NX and NY, their skew was defined as [13]:
XYskew ¼

NX  NY
NX þ NY

ð1Þ

Most frequently X is G or T and Y is C or A. Some works have
also investigated IUPAC transformations of these data, e.g. for
purine versus pyrimidine asymmetry this corresponds to
X ¼ {G, A} and Y ¼ {C, T}. Since leading strands are most
often richer in G and T versus C and A, a keto/amino skew allows cumulating all replication biases. In transcription, where

Table 1
Uses, relative advantages and disadvantages of different ways of analysing strand asymmetry
Advantages

Disadvantages

Frequent uses

Skews

 Simple and quick
 Graphical

 Finding ori/ter
 Motif finding

Signal processing

 Quick
 Graphical

Multivariate statistics


















Substitution matrices

Inferential framework
Many available programs
Deals multiple variables
Substitution frequencies

Not very sensitive
Hard to control for other sources of bias
No substitution spectra
Not very simple
Hard to control for other sources of bias
No substitution spectra
Requires some statistical knowledge
Usually requires knowing the replichores
No substitution spectra
Requires accurate long alignments
Paucity of available software

 Finding ori/ter

 Quantifying the contribution of different processes
 Effect on codon and amino acid usage
 Identification of the mutational source of biases
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it has often been found that the bias is G and A versus C and T,
a purineepyrimidine skew is more relevant. Some positions in
genes reflect more strongly the mutational bias than others,
e.g. because of selection on amino acid usage, and therefore
the third codon position usually accumulates more signal. Several authors have analysed strand asymmetry at different codon
positions and with varied transformations [14e16,27,28]. These
analyses may show apparently contradictory results. For example, in Bacillus subtilis AT skew is positive in the third codon position, but negative overall [15]. In general, this will occur when
replication asymmetry and codon and amino acid composition
show conflicting trends. In fact, XY may not even be nucleotides.
Gene direction [29], transcription skews [30] and CDS skews
[31] have been proposed where X is a gene in the published
strand and Y a gene in the complementary strand (Fig. 1b). In
Mycoplasma genitalium the replication compositional bias is
inexistent but since most genes accumulate in the leading strand,
i.e. gene strand bias is very important, and these genes show
a skew, the origin and termini can still be identified [29].
If one starts with a sequence and wants to investigate local
asymmetry, the skew must be computed locally. The most frequent approach is to compute it in overlapping sliding windows.
In this case, every window has an associated value of the skew
and one plots these values against the position of the window
along the chromosome (Fig. 1c). A problem associated with using overlapping sliding windows is that measures are not independent and thus most standard statistical procedures are
invalid. As a result, even though there are proposals regarding
the standard deviation of the skews [14], these are rarely used.
Lobry also introduced an aesthetically pleasing representation

Since replication skews evolve through long periods of time,
recent inversions involving switch between replicating strands
can be identified by plots of cumulative skews [34,35] (Fig. 2).
All previous formulae put together transcription and replication biases. To circumvent this difficulty, one can compute
a difference in skew between two data sets, e.g. genes in the
leading versus genes in the lagging strand [14,20]:
DXYskew ¼ XYskew;lead  XYskew;lag
¼

NX;lead  NY;lead NX;lag  NY;lag

NX;lead þ NY;lead NX;lag þ NY;lag

It is important to note that this formula measures the effect of
replication bias independently of gene composition, i.e. it allows controlling for the compositional bias associated with
amino acids, codons and transcription. Such control assumes
that genes in both strands are identical for all other variables.
This may not always be the case. For example, it has been
found that essential genes tend to concentrate in the leading
strand [36]. Thus, features positively associated with essentiality will also be biased between strands. This is the case of
highly expressed genes, which are more likely to be essential
and that also have a more biased codon usage. Thus, if one
wants to control the effects of translation and transcription,
one should remove highly expressed genes before computing
DXYskew. An alternative to the previous formula that cumulates
the absolute values of GC and TA skews has also been proposed [37]. Note that this is not equivalent to introduce purine
versus pyrimidine as X and Y in the previous formula:

s
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2 
2ﬃ
NG;lead
NG;lag
NT;lead
NT;lag
BI ¼

þ

NG;lead þ NC;lead NG;lag þ NC;lag
NT;lead þ NA;lead NT;lag þ NA;lag

of skews [32] based on an original idea by Mizraji and Ninio
[33]. This analysis is made nucleotide by nucleotide and yields
a walk in Cartesian coordinates following the rules: if ‘G’
y ¼ y þ 1, if ‘C’ y ¼ y  1, if ‘T’ x ¼ x  1, if ‘A’ x ¼ x þ 1
(Fig. 1d). The advantage of this representation is that it allows
simultaneously looking at the four nucleotides. The disadvantage is that it is less intuitive to find the origins and terminus
of replication because these have to be searched in a 2-D space.
This may justify its relatively lower popularity.
Skews only clearly indicate the origins and termini of replication when the biases are very strong. Thus, most researchers resort to cumulative skews [34], which provide
a much clearer indication of the extremities of the replichores,
because these are the minima and maxima of the graph
c
(Fig. 1e). A cumulative skew XYskew
at the window i can be
computed using the recurrence formula:

c
c
XYskew;i
¼ XYskew;i1
þ XYskew;i

ð2Þ

ð3Þ

ð4Þ

These two last methods assume that the leading and lagging
strands are known. Since these are usually detected using
strand asymmetries there is a risk of circularity in the method.
Their advantage is that they measure the intensity of replication bias, whereas simple cumulative skews represent the accumulation of transcription and replication biases and they
depend on genome size. Other closely related methods have
been proposed to remove transcription biases from GC skews
in sliding windows [16,30].
3. Oligonucleotide biases
If there is a compositional strand asymmetry it follows necessarily that oligonucleotides will also be asymmetrically distributed between the two strands. For example, if a given
strand is rich in G over C and T over A, then words composed
of Gs and Ts will tend to be over-represented in that strand.
Note that the inverse is not necessarily true. There may be no nucleotide skew but significant bias for some oligonucleotides.
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Fig. 1. Examples of skew profiles in the E. coli K12-MG1655 chromosome. (a) The bacterial model of replication. Replication follows bi-directionally from the
origin to the terminus and at the replication fork there are several asymmetries that can account for strand asymmetry among which are: (i) ssDNA exposure while
synthesising the lagging strand; (ii) dedicated DNA polymerases; (iii) transcription orientation relative to replication; and (iv) RNA primer of the Okazaki fragments. (b) Cumulated CDS skew. This curve represents the coding sequence orientation bias. The walker is gliding along the published strand of the chromosome
and moves one unit up when the gene is encoded on the examined strand, and moves one unit down when the gene is encoded on the complementary strand. (c) GC
skew (window size ¼ 50 kb; step size ¼ 1 kb). (d) 2-D DNA walk is performed by reading the sequence nucleotide by nucleotide and walking into the plane according to the four directions defined by the four bases as indicated on the bottom left of the figure. (e) Cumulative GC skew (window size ¼ 1 kb). The origin is
predicted at the maximum skew value while the terminus is predicted at the minimum in this graph. In (aee), the dashed vertical lines correspond to the experimentally determined limits of replichores; red, lagging strand and green, leading strand.

This will often reflect selective pressures on these oligonucleotides. Typically selected oligonucleotides include optimally
translated codons and regulatory signals, although codon usage
is usually analysed with the multivariate techniques described in
the next section. Here, we concentrate on the methods used to
analyse asymmetry between generic oligonucleotides. Blattner
and colleagues found several skewed octamers in Escherichia
coli, some of which correspond to known biological motifs
[38]. For example, the chi sequence of E. coli, which is involved
in the RecBCD homologous recombination pathway, is overrepresented in the leading strand because it is G rich and also

for biological reasons [7]. Thus, analysing the distribution of
chi often allows determining the leading and the lagging strands
(Fig. 3). Salzberg and colleagues analysed the distribution of octamers in several genomes. They made cumulated oligonucleotide skews and systematically found the origins and terminus of
replication given by GC skews [39]. The length of the oligonucleotide to be used in this analysis is somewhat arbitrary and octamers are often chosen for bacterial genomes as a good
compromise between specificity, the larger the oligonucleotide
the better, and statistical power, shorter oligonucleotides are
more abundant. Smaller sequences require the use of smaller
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Fig. 2. Example of the effect on cumulative skew plots of the recent chromosomal inversions in the genome of Shigella dysenteriae Sd197 when compared
with the genome sequence of Escherichia coli K12-MG1655. The central panel
is a dot plot comparison at protein level, where each point represents the position of an orthologous pair in the respective genomes. Orthologous genes
were identified as unique pairwise reciprocal best hits, with at least 80% similarity in protein sequence and <20% difference in length. External panels represent the cumulative skew plots in 1 kb sliding windows along the two
chromosomes. The dashed vertical lines correspond to the experimentally determined replichores’ extremities; red, lagging strand and green, leading
strand.

oligonucleotides. In fact, other authors have used dinucleotides
[40], tetranucleotides [41], or every oligonucleotide with size
ranging from 2 to 8 [42]. For each oligonucleotide one can
draw a statistical test of significance by simply accounting for
the deviation from equal partition between the two strands,
e.g. using a binomial test [43]. If the tests are done for every
word then a correction for multiple tests must be done, e.g. a sequential Bonferroni correction. Note that these statistical analyses assume that words are independent, which they are not.
Thus, if a word XYZ is very frequent YZW is more likely to be
over-abundant because it overlaps with it. Detailed identification of the asymmetrically distributed oligonucleotides requires
the clustering of the most skewed oligonucleotides into degenerate motifs that partially overlap [44,45].
A problem with these approaches is that they do not provide a way of putting together consistent motifs, i.e. oligonucleotides that may not overlap in sequence but that point
consistently to the same bias. To circumvent this problem,
Worning and colleagues proposed a weighted double KullbackeLeibler distance for each oligonucleotide [46], DX:




NX;lead þ r
DX ¼ NX;lead  NX;lag log2
NX;lag þ r

ð5Þ

Fig. 3. DNA walks for chi sites (GCTGGTGG) and KOPS motifs
(GGGNAGGG) along the E. coli K12-MG1655 chromosome. The walker
glides along the published strand of the chromosome and moves one unit up
when encountering the motif under analysis, and moves one unit down
when the complement of the motif is encountered. For instance, in the E.
coli chromosome, there are about 200 more chi sites in the direct orientation
than in the reverse orientation, and this bias is inverted after the terminus.
Lower panels show the distribution of the chi and the KOPS motifs. The positions of the replication origin, oriC, and dif are indicated. Each vertical bar
represents a motif in the direct orientation (black upper bar) or in the reverse
orientation (grey lower bar).

where r is a factor to control for low counts of the oligonucleotide X (r ¼ 5 in the original proposal). To cumulate different
oligonucleotides one sums to obtain the overall bias:
D¼

X

DX

ð6Þ

X

To identify a point of maximal skew, e.g. the origin of replication for replication asymmetries, it suffices to compute the previous value for sliding windows along the sequence.
It is important to emphasize that the asymmetric distribution of an oligonucleotide between strands does not necessarily indicate selection for that asymmetry: it may simply reflect
the matching between the composition of the oligonucleotide
and the strand compositional asymmetry. While the previous
methods identify the oligonucleotides strongly discriminating
between strands they do not allow identifying the oligonucleotides whose asymmetry is under selection. For example,
dinucleotides are differently distributed among replicating
strands, but the asymmetry disappears when controlling nucleotide bias [40,47]. To assess the biological significance of the
over-representation of an oligonucleotide one has to normalise
by its composition, which is often done using Markov chains.
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Robin and colleagues detail the different statistics that can be
used when controlling for oligonucleotide content to identify
differences between two sequences [48].
The search for the motifs involved in the translocation of the
E. coli chromosome by FtsK provides an interesting recent example of a set of different methodologies coming up with the
right answer. These elements were expected to show a strong
replication strand skew because they were proposed to direct
the sense of translocation of the bacterial chromosome towards
placing the dif site at the septum [49]. Bigot and colleagues analysed octamer frequency taking into account the composition
of the genome in heptamers and searching for the most skewed
oligonucleotides [8]. Levy et al. [45] searched for highly frequent octamers showing strong replication skew around the
dif site. Hendrickson and Lawrence [50] searched genomes
for octamers that were highly frequent, highly skewed (controlling for the frequency of shorter oligonucleotides), and overabundant near the dif site. In the end, parallel experimental
works validated the same motif [8,45].
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All these disadvantages can be overcome by the continuous
wavelet transform (WT) approach, which is a very efficient
multi-scale singularity tracking technique [52]. The WT is especially useful in detecting singularities in noisy signal by examining and following the modulus maxima of the WT
(WTMM) across scales (Fig. 4). The idea underlying the analysis is that these maxima indicate positions of high curvature
in a smoothed version of the signal. Therefore, they indicate
the presence of breakpoints. At large scales, noise amplitude
is reduced and WTMM are easy to identify, although their locations are not precise. At small scales, the smoothing is
weaker, and the locations are more precise. On the other
hand, at smaller scales the signal-to-noise ratio becomes
more important, so the maxima are harder to identify. As a result, following the lines of maxima from large to small scales
allows retaining the advantages of both large- and fine-scale

4. Signal processing techniques
The main issue when dealing with noisy signals like the
skew profile is to distinguish the local maxima and minima associated to the origins and termini of replication from those induced by the noise (e.g. associated with transcription,
translation, gene orientation or stochastic effects). Signal processing techniques such as Fourier transformation (FT) and
wavelet transformation (WT) analysis have been used to detect
singularities in noisy skew profiles.
Recently, a noise-reduction approach using fast Fourier
transform was applied to the GC skew profile [51]. This technique allows removing the noise from a signal when it is possible to estimate the frequency components that are likely to
be noise rather than the signal of interest, as is the case for replication compositional asymmetries. The application of Fourier transformation is based on the existence of two regions
of opposite polarity (i.e. 1 Hz in the case of the two bacterial
replichores), which allows considering higher-frequency components as noise that must be removed. The advantage of this
method is that it increases the prediction accuracy of the replication termini and origins for weakly biased genomes. However, this method suffers from some drawbacks: one is that FT
performs poorly when the signal is not stationary (i.e. a signal
that does not repeat over time); the second one is that it assumes the existence of only two inflexions of the skew (one
origin and one terminus of replication), which is not the
case in several archaeal and eukaryotic genomes. Finally,
this method and most of the approaches we have described
so far are dependent on the choice of a window size. The shape
of the curves and the accuracy of the predicted sites will
strongly depend on this choice: the larger the window, the
less accurate the positioning of the sites, the smaller the window, the noisier the signal. Thus, for genomic analysis, computing indexes in overlapping windows of arbitrary fixed
lengths may lead to the loss of important information.

Fig. 4. (a) GC skew profile (S) along the E. coli K12-MG1655 genome in adjacent windows (w ¼ 1 kb). (b) Space-scale representation of the GC skew profile using the analysing wavelet g(1) (the first derivative of the Gaussian
function). Wavelet transform (WT) computed with g(1) is the derivative of
(0)
the skew profile smoothed by a dilated version g(0)
a (x) ¼ g (x/a) of the Gaussian function. Thus, the wavelet coefficient Tg(1)[S](x, a) quantifies to which extent, around position x over a distance a, the skew profile has a similar shape as
the analysing wavelet. WT coefficient is coded using 256 colors from blue
(min) to red (max); the WT skeleton defined by the set of maxima lines obtained by connecting the WTMM (WT modulus maxima) across scales is
shown by thin solid lines. By looking for the maxima of the Tg(1)[S](x, a)
over the space-scale half plane, the WT can be used as a multi-scale jump detector. Thus, upward (respectively, downward) jumps are identified by the
maxima lines corresponding to positive (respectively, negative) values of the
WT as illustrated here by the black (respectively, red) lines. The amplitude
of the WTMM measures the importance of the jumps to the overall signal.
It is clear that the two maxima lines of largest amplitude point to the two major
jumps in the skew profile, which, respectively, correspond to the ter and the ori
site.
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analyses (Fig. 4). Song et al. [53] used this technique to locate
the origins and terminus of replication by documenting GC
skew, AT skew, keto excess and purine excess on published
bacterial chromosomes and performed statistical significance
tests (i.e. Monte-Carlo simulation) for the predicted loci. Other
authors used this methodology on skew profiles of the human
genome to disentangle the part of the strand asymmetry coming from replication from that induced by transcription. This
allowed the identification of a large number of putative replication initiation zones, and to propose a model of replication
with well-positioned replication origins and random terminations that accounts for the observed characteristic serrated
skew profiles [24,54].
5. Statistical approaches
Multivariate statistical methods such as discriminant analysis
and analysis of variance have been used to analyse compositional
biases, and especially to quantify the impact of each mechanism
and of each variable in each mechanism. Correspondence analysis has also been used to understand the different origins of the
skews operating on biological sequences. It is out of the scope
of this review to detail these methods and the reader is invited
to consult standard references for discriminant analysis [55],
analysis of variance [56], and correspondence analysis [57].
Correspondence analysis is mostly a descriptive/graphical
method that has been used to understand the patterns of intra-genomic variance in both codon and amino acid usage
[58e60]. The method is designed to analyse large contingency
tables such as the ones displaying counts where rows correspond to genes and columns to codons or amino acids. For codons, many researchers have found it useful to compare
correspondence analysis based on counts and relative synonymous codon usage, although that has been criticized [61]. The
method finds the successive most important axes that best capture the trends in the data. If the skew is important it will show
among the first axes. The most spectacular description of
strand asymmetry using correspondence analysis was the
one of Borrelia burgdorferi by McInerney [62] (Fig. 5). Because the method allows overlapping columns and rows in
the same graph it allows to visually correlate the two and
one can then associate codon usage and the structure of the replichore. This association, however, is not very easy to place
in an inferential framework.
Some authors have used linear discriminant analysis [18] or
correspondence discriminant analysis [63] to rank the discriminant power of different variables. The use of linear discriminant
analysis is particularly simple in the context of strand asymmetry because the dependent variable assumes only two states, e.g.
the sequence is either in the leading or in the lagging strand. In
this case, the linear function is constructed as:
FðxÞ ¼ a0 þ

n
X

a i xi

ð7Þ

i¼1

where ai are the parameters to be estimated and xi is the relative composition of gene i in terms of a given variable.

Variables can be nucleotides (n ¼ 4), codons (61), amino acids
(20), but also other measures such as nucleotide composition
at each position of the codon (12), purines versus pyrimidines
(2), etc. The appealing of this function is that the ai associated
with each variable gives an indication of the intensity of its
discriminant role. Furthermore, by training the function on
a subset of the data and applying it on the rest one can rigorously assess the discriminating power of the set of variables.
For example, in B. burgdorferi this method shows a maxima
of discrimination in excellent agreement with the origin of
replication and shows that by simply knowing the amino
acid composition of the protein one can predict with more
than 95% of accuracy the position of the gene in relation to
the replication strands (Fig. 5) [18]. Naturally, sets with
more variables discriminate better than subsets of them (e.g.
codons discriminate better than nucleotides). In line with compositional asymmetry being the result of a mutational bias, the
discriminating power of nucleotides is higher than that of
amino acids (Fig. 5). This method also allows identifying
the origins and terminus of replication if it is used in sliding
windows but since it only uses the information on replication
composition bias it is less efficient than methods also including gene orientation bias. On the other hand, discriminant
analysis pinpoints the most relevant variables of the bias,
which is better if one aims at understanding its biological
grounds.
There is often a misunderstanding in the literature between the
impact of gene orientation and the replication compositional bias
in GC skews. Tillier and Collins [29] have used analysis of variance to understand their relative importance in shaping strand
asymmetries. They used a general linear model of the form:
yijk ¼ m þ ai þ bj þ gij þ 3ijk

ð8Þ

where yijk is the (GC or AT) skew for the kth gene at an observed
level i (leading/lagging strand) and j (coding/non-coding
strand), m is the mean skew, ai is the effect of gene direction
and bj is the effect of replication direction. The term gij is the
term of interaction between replication and transcription, independent of the additive effect. It is an often-overlooked conclusion of this work that this term was found to be not significantly
different from zero in most cases [29]. Stated otherwise, replication and gene orientation biases are approximately independent
and additive and can then be quantified and analysed separately.
In the Borrelia example that has followed us through this section
(Fig. 5), the effect of gene orientation is less important at third
codon positions while the replication effect is most important
at these positions. This is because the gene effect reflects largely
amino acid composition biases whereas the replication effect reflects a mutational bias that will affect more severely the positions generating more neutral substitutions, i.e. third codon
positions.
6. Matrix inference
Given the very large number of papers describing GC skew
analyses it is surprising that so few works have aimed at
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Fig. 5. Statistical analysis of the replication strand asymmetry of Borrelia burgdorferi. (a) Correspondence analysis inspired from Ref. [62], but made on absolute
counts of codons. The first axis explains 25% of the variance and separates genes in the two leading strands. The points representing the genes were removed for
clarity and were encircled by the two ellipses. Codon types are projected in the two first axes and show the association of the different codons with each of the
replicating strands. (b) Results of linear discriminant analysis in sliding windows, with indication of the most discriminant variables when using representations
such as nucleotides, nucleotides at each codon position, codons and amino acids [18]. (c) Coefficients of the regression analysis of Tillier and Collins [29] to
determine the relative contribution of replication and transcription to GC and TA skews.

identifying the relevant mutational mechanisms. Although mutation is commonly thought of as a random process, evolutionary
studies show that the different types of ‘‘mutation’’ occur with
widely varying rates that presumably reflect biases intrinsic to
replication and repair mechanisms. Strand asymmetry associated with DNA replication has been characterized in several bacterial clades [20,26,64] and mitochondria [65,66]. Strand
asymmetry associated with transcription and attributable to
higher rates of cytosine deamination on the coding strand has
been observed in enterobacteria [67e69]. Transcription-associated strand asymmetry has also been observed in mammalian
genomes. In this case, the strongest asymmetry occurs for
A / G transitions, which may be a by-product of transcription-coupled repair in germline cells [21,22].

Inferring substitution matrices poses two major problems.
First, if one wants to study a mutational bias then the analysis
should only include neutral changes. In many genomes there
are no a priori ways of identifying neutral changes, since intergenic regions are packed with regulatory targets and codon usage is under selection. In such compact genomes, given the
small size of intergenic regions, and the difficulty in aligning
them accurately, most works have analysed the fourfold degenerate positions, i.e. the third codon positions for amino
acids’ fourfold degenerate [26,66]. These are under selection
in highly expressed genes of fast growing bacteria and therefore such genes should be removed prior to the analysis
[26]. To infer substitution matrices one has to unambiguously
identify orthologous positions for which the sequence must
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have diverged recently. In such weakly divergent sequences
the number of polymorphisms is low and only the availability
of large sequences, e.g. complete genomes, allows obtaining
a sufficiently strong signal. The second difficulty with this
type of analysis is that it involves inferring substitution matrices that are not time reversible, which is a very tricky thing to
do by maximum likelihood methods. Thus, most works have
used parsimony, which in highly biased sequences require
the use of data sets with low densities of polymorphisms to
avoid artifactual results [70].
The observed rate of substitution of a nucleotide X to another Y (e.g. A /T) can be converted to relative substitution
frequencies fX/Y by dividing the number of observed substitutions by the number of nucleotides X in all the positions analysed (i.e. A in the precedent example) [71]. If one analyses
fourfold degenerate codon positions, the normalization should
be made according to the frequencies of nucleotides at these
positions. One must emphasize that this approach is only valid
as long as the probability of multiple substitutions is low. Substitution matrices can then be calculated for genes belonging
to two strands, e.g. transcribed versus non-transcribed or leading versus lagging, and one can then compare directly the
frequencies between different types of substitutions. This involves a statistical test for which two parametric and two
non-parametric tests have been proposed.
Francino and Ochman [72] defined an odds-ratio of complementary substitutions (e.g. A / T versus T / A) at either
side (50 and 30 ) of the origin of replication. For every pair of
complementary substitutions they computed (u):
u¼

fX/Yð50 Þ =fX/Yð50 Þ
fX/Yð30 Þ =fX/Yð30 Þ

ð9Þ

where X/Y represents the complementary substitution of
X / Y. The ratio is close to 1 in the absence of bias, which
can be easily tested assuming that the logarithm of u is normally distributed. We have proposed a non-parametric robust,
but computationally more demanding, alternative test using
non-parametric bootstrap [26]. In this case, one computes
fX/Y in one strand and in the other (in non-overlapping segments), e.g. genes in the leading and in the lagging strands,
and then compute the difference between the two to test the
hypothesis:
H0 : fX/Y;lead  fX/Y;lag ¼ 0

ð10Þ

The frequency at which one of the rates is higher than the
other among all random experiences gives the risk of rejecting
the hypothesis. Thus, for example if fC/G,leading > fC/G,lagging
more than 99% of the times, one can refuse the H0 hypothesis
with a risk of 1%. Since one is commonly interested in computing the differences among complementary changes, one
can cumulate the biases between the two strands. This involves
testing the hypothesis:
h
i h
i
H0 : fX/Y;lead þ fX/Y;lag  fX/Y;lag þ fX/Y;lead ¼ 0

ð11Þ

This hypothesis, albeit not the method, is equivalent to the one
tested by Francino and Ochman [72]. Because one pools the
data of a substitution and its complement the resulting statistics is more powerful, although less specific.
In a different approach one may compare the compositional
asymmetry between the populations of genes coded in the two
strands. In this case, statistics are based on the population of
genes not in two large concatenate of leading and lagging
strand gene sequences. The disadvantage of this approach is
that it is less powerful from a statistical point of view because
the whole data are not pooled together. The advantage is that it
allows analysing outliers, e.g. genes that have atypical compositions. Rocha and Danchin [20] analysed the substitution frequencies per gene and divided the genes into two classes,
leading and lagging strand genes. The differences in substitution frequencies could then be assessed by a non-parametric
test of means, e.g. the Wilcoxon test [43]. Alternatively, Klasson and Andersson [64] computed substitution rates and then
modelled the process using a multinomial distribution. To
test if the two multinomial distributions, corresponding to substitutions in the leading and lagging strands, were significantly
different they used the following formula:

2
2 X
k
X
xij  nj fðxi1  ni2 Þ=ðn1 þ n2 Þg
wc2k1
n

n
Þ=ðn
þ
n
Þg
fðx
j
i1
i2
1
2
j¼1 i¼1

ð12Þ

where nj is the total number of substitutions from distribution
j. Multinomial distributions are appropriate to test analyses
based on counts. However, to analyse substitution bias one
has to normalise the counts of substitutions by the nucleotide
frequencies (as mentioned above, fA/C ¼ NA/C/NA). Since
substitution rates are not counts they cannot be accounted
for by a multinomial process. The authors work around this
problem by multiplying substitution rates by the total number
of substitutions, thus transforming them into some sort of
counts [64]. This is the term xij included in the above equation.
To the best of our knowledge, only Bielawski and Gold [66]
applied maximum likelihood methods to the understanding of
the mutational biases shaping compositional asymmetry. They
analysed the asymmetry between the L and the D strands of
mitochondria by using a strand-symmetric model as defined
by Sueoka [3]:
2
3
T  b c 3
C6 a  d f 7
7
Q¼ 6
ð13Þ
A4 c 3  b 5
G d f a 
This null model has five free parameters and can be compared
with models involving a symmetry break. For example, if one
replaces a by two different parameters a1 and a2, one allows
C / T (a1) to be different from G / A (a2). The model with
these two parameters is a generalization of the symmetrical
model, which can be recovered by making a1 ¼ a2. The gain
obtained by including one more parameter to the model can
be evaluated statistically using the classical likelihood ratio
test [73]. If there is a gain, this means that the process is
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Table 2
Some freely available programs to analyse strand asymmetry
Free software/package

Availability

Source code

Web sites

Functionalities

SeqinR (Oriloc) [79]

Download

R package

http://pbil.univ-lyon1.fr/Rweb/

GenSkew

Online and
download
Download

Java

http://mips.gsf.de/services/analysis/genskew/

Java

http://athena.bioc.uvic.ca/workbench.php?tool¼graphdna&db¼

 Nucleotide skews accounting
for codon positions
 CDS skew
 Simple and cumulated skew of
two selectable nucleotides
 Skew of two selectable nucleotides
or IUPAC symbols
 DNA walker
 TA and GC skews
 Three-dimensional curve
representations
 Multivariate data analysis
 Wavelet and Fourier transforms
 Extrema representations of
wavelet transforms
 Phylogenetic analysis by
maximum likelihood

GraphDNA [80]

GeneR
Z-curve [81,82]

R package
Java

http://bioconductor.org/packages/2.0/bioc/html/GeneR.html
http://tubic.tju.edu.cn/zcurve/

ADE4 [83]
LastWave

Download
Online and
download
Download
Download

R package
C

http://pbil.univ-lyon1.fr/Rweb/
http://www.cmap.polytechnique.fr/wbacry/LastWave/

PAML [84]

Download

C

http://abacus.gene.ucl.ac.uk/software/paml.html

best described by two different parameters, so that there are
significant substitution asymmetries.
7. Available software
The analysis of strand asymmetry can be relatively simple
while requiring almost necessarily a careful expert analysis.
There are some freely available programs to make strand
asymmetry analysis (Table 2). SeqinR is one of the most complete programs to perform skew analysis, which can then be
used to identify replichores. It runs in R, as many of the other
software we indicate. R is a free software environment for statistical computing that is becoming the norm for serious statistical studies (http://www.r-project.org/). These packages have
the further advantage of profiting from the excellent statistical
and graphical capabilities of R.
One subject that is often put forward when identifying replichores with nucleotide of oligonucleotide skew methods
is the accuracy. Unfortunately, there is neither an easy answer
to the question of which is the best method nor to which are
the best parameters for a given method. This is simply because
we know very few experimentally and precisely determined
origins of replication. The problem is even more difficult for
the assessment of how accurately one can determine the terminus of replication. This is because there are still doubts if
replication finishes at one well-defined site or at a range of different sites [74,75]. This obviously prevents a thorough assessment on the best way of delimitating replichores. Still, several
works have departed from skew analysis to try to identify experimentally the origins of replication in bacteria and archaea
and these showed that GC skews pointed to the correct origins
of replication [41,76,77]. There have also been attempts at improving the identification of origins of replication using other
external data [78].
There are no specific programs to deal with signal processing or multivariate statistical analysis of strand asymmetry.
Yet, many programs available to compute the composition

and the skews of the sequences can be used to produce the input of general-purpose programs that have the possibility of
analysing these types of data (Table 2). This is also true for
the analysis of substitution matrices. In this case, analysis of
maximum likelihood can be done with PAML, while parsimony analysis can be easily scripted. All these analyses can
hardly be automated and require a minimum knowledge of
general statistics and of the method being used.

8. Conclusion
Many methods have been proposed in the literature to analyse strand asymmetry and it is important to know their possibilities and their limitations. As the field advances it is likely,
and desirable, that more sophisticated methods aiming at
unravelling the biological origins of the composition asymmetries become routine in genome analysis. This does not mean
that simple methods, such as GC skews, will be less used. To
identify origins and termini of replication, GC and TA skews
work remarkably well as long as replichores are long and
the signal is strong. The use of more sophisticated signal processing techniques to delimitate replichores will probably be
limited to the cases when the signal is not very clear, i.e. weak
asymmetries and small replichores. Yet, this may be the case
in many eukaryotic genomes, where the organisation of the genome around replication is largely ignored. The systematic
study of strand asymmetry in the last decade has allowed identifying replichores, transcription units and mutational biases in
many genomes. If several mechanisms create overlapping
biases and one is interested in understanding the biology of genome organisation, the results provided by skew and signal
processing methods are hard to interpret.
Understanding the mutational or selective origins of compositional asymmetries will require the identification of the
types of substitutions underlying strand asymmetry. Simply
counting nucleotides not only does not provide enough
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information but may even be misleading as similar overall
skews may result from very diverse mutational biases [26].
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